Please post!! Or circulate to all persons using radioactive material in your laboratory!!

2019

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL CALENDAR
Fort Garry Campus

Radioactive waste will be accepted and collected by Environmental Health & Safety every month on the underlined day.

To get the radioactive waste picked-up either:
Use the Radioactive Waste Removal Form which can be found on our web site and fax it to (204) 789-3906.
http://umanitoba.ca/admin/vp_admin/risk_management/ehso/rad_safety/rad_forms.html

You can also email the request to: radsafety@umanitoba.ca with the following information:
- Type of waste (liquid, solid etc.)
- Number of containers, Container size
- Permit number and permit holder
- Location of the waste, Contact person and phone #

Radioactive Waste TAG must be used for all RADIOACTIVE Waste. Radioactive waste must be packaged, labelled and disposed to EHS within 6 months as outlined in the Radiation Safety Manual and Quick Step Guide to Radioactive Waste.

- No radioactive liquid waste disposal by drain is permitted.
- Stock vials must be packaged separately in a small box with their corresponding radioisotope inventory form (gold sheet).
- Attach the Radioactive Waste tags to the sides of boxes and containers, and to bottles of liquid with string or twist ties.
- The full trade or chemical names of components must be written on the waste tag in order for EHS staff to be able to look up the related MSDS.
- If a biological hazard was present, list the biological disinfectant used.
- Record the activity of the waste in the container in MBq and indicate the weight or volume of the waste.

Containers without an appropriate tag indicating the contents, activity and risk will not be accepted for disposal by EHS.